
Blippar

About the product

application enabling mobile phone users to scan 
(“blipp”) any object in the world, recognise it and 
present content. Blippar inspires users to discover 
more from the world they see around them by 
serving information, entertainment and utility based 
on what they point at. 

–  It also enables brands to tell more of their story by 
enhancing physical touch points (like print and 
packaging) using digital technology and placing their 
content at relevant points in the customer journey.

–  The product is currently a mobile phone application 
on iOS and Android platforms.

About the market
Blippar sits at the intersection of augmented reality 

–  AR is the natural next step for the digital experience 
with humans being visually driven – augmenting the 
world around us and creating the Internet of Things.

–  AI is driving forth a new industrial revolution and is 
predicted to disrupt all markets. Computer vision is 
the branch of AI focused on enabling computers to 
see like humans.

Blippar is driving and monetizing this space through a 
sponsored content model as part of visual search and 
software services for agencies and brands to create 
AR experiences. 
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Danny Lopez

What are your venture’s key achievements to date?
 

worldwide, partnering with some of the biggest and most exciting brands  
and media owners in the world.

Berhad with the strategic investment fund of the Government of Malaysia

companies

knowledge graph

creation tools for brands and agencies

What are your plans for future development?
We are continuously investing in R&D in order to improve our offering and user 
experience. We have some exciting updates in the pipeline – so stay tuned.

To enhance life through a new behaviour – blipping – so people 
discover more about the world around them.

“We partner with some  
of the biggest and most 
exciting brands and media 
owners in the world.”




